The concept of structural entropy in tissue-based diagnosis.
The concept of entropy is described and its characteristics discussed as applied in tissue-based diagnosis. The concept of entropy includes at least 2 points of view--thermodynamic and informatics perspectives. Entropy can be defined by various methods: a measure of nonreversible energy or of system heterogeneity or as information content of a message. It is a statistical measure and system feature composed of macrosystems and microsystems. The structural entropy of macrosystems relies on definition of individual events and built-in microsystems. It depends on interaction of events and probability distribution (e.g., Gibbs-Boltzmann). The more generalized q-entropy involves account interaction of neighboring events. The thermodynamic concept of structural entropy can be expanded according to the theorem of Prigogine, introducing entropy flow. In biology, cells usually serve for events in the thermodynamic entropy approach. Entropy has been successfully used to describe tissue sections, nuclei and nuclear substructures such as DNA content, chromosomes and AgNORs. The concept of entropy reveals a close relationship of structural entropy and prognosis-associated diagnosis of malignancies. It is useful in prognosis-associated, tissue-based diagnosis in breast, prostate, bladder and lung cancer and is a promising expansion of image analysis in diagnostic agnosis in breast, prostate, bladder and lung cancer and is a promising expansion of image analysis in diagnostic pathology.